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center plate, a „ , is small, as is the moment about 0 of the verti-
cal center plate reaction, cRcr. Since cos p can also be con-
sidered equal to one for small angles, the two equations can be 
simplified as follows: 
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Combining (10) and (11), an expression is obtained for the 
total lateral force in terms of the side bearing load: 

lib 
Rsi + Ra = ~ R„ (12) 
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D I S C U S S I O N 

H . I. Dwyer, Jr.2 

I read the subject paper with considerable interest and enjoy-
ment. Mr. Wiebe has done an excellent j ob of covering the whole 
subject of rocking cars in as comprehensive a manner as can be 
expected in any paper of reasonable length. I can think of little 
that I could add to the material he has covered. 

I have only a few specific comments: 
1 In the section "Lateral Resonance," the author has brought 

out a very good point regarding response of nonlinear damped 
systems. In such a system, the car body response will be com-
pletely different in character, depending on whether train speed 
is increasing, holding steady, or decreasing. In fact, it is possible 
for the amplitude to shift abruptly if the train is running at a 
particular nominal speed and the speed is allowed to fluctuate 
slightly about this point. F i g . l l shows this phenomenon. It 
should be noted also that a discontinuity between linear spring 
rates is the same as a non-linear spring. 

2 In the section "Experimental Measurements of Forces and 
Mot ions , " it is apparent that the author recognizes the impor-
tance of dynamic track roughness. It should be pointed out that 
the practice of defining test track roughness only in terms of low 
speed measurements can lead to inconsistent results. 

3 Also in the aforementioned section Mr . Wiebe's description 

F i g . 1J 

of the effects of soft track agrees in general with the results of our 
Battelle simulation. 

4 In the section "Lateral Instability as a Potential Cause of 
Car Derailment," the author suggests that break-in of trucks will 
tend to reduce the derailing tendencies, and also that a rigidly 
square truck may cause trouble. I am sure that service experi-
ence could be used to confirm or refute this idea, but I do not 
know the answer at this time. 

5 The author's statement in the conclusion about the addi-
tional energy required for a rocking car is interesting in light of 
the apparent anomaly that empty cars generally require more 
locomotive power than loaded cars making up the same weight 
of a train. As he points out, the energy has to come from some-
where, and the only source is the locomotive. Even ears which 
are not severe rockers may rock sufficiently to cause a noticeable 
effect. 

S. G. G U I N S 3 

The author's remarks on the mechanism of derailment are in-
teresting. M y own observation of cars on tangent track and 
rocking to the extent that wheel lift occurs have been that they 
develop enough lateral force to break the friction at the wheel to 
rail contact point. Assuming this to happen also on curved track 
it seems that the trucks should be properly aligned in the curve 
and that the lifted wheels should descend with their flanges be-
tween the rails. 

I believe that a more dangerous condition exists at speeds close 
to resonance or at resonance during the buildup of oscillations 
when some weight shift occurs from the outside wheels. On en-
tering and negotiating the curve the flange of the leading outside 
wheel contacts the rail and there is generated the lateral force 

3 Assistant Director, Research Services, The Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway Company, Baltimore, Md. 
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required to turn the truck. Because the car is leaning over on 
the far side bearings that. lateral flanging force may be greater 
than if the cllr were upright. It appears quite possible that. t.he 
ratio of Illternl flunge force to verticul wheel load may exceed the 
value of 0.8 frequently given as t.hat necessary to prevent, flnnge 
climbillg and the subsequent derailment of the Cal' on the outside 
of the clll've. 

This hypothesis leads to un alternat'e explnnation of the re
ported reduced likelihood of derailment when t·he car hns been in 
service for some time. As wheel weur t.akes pluce, some of the 
lateral movement energy i. di. sipated by moving the car vert.i
clllly thus reducing avnilable energy leading to incrense of 
laternl forces. 

Another possibilit,y is t.hat the friction damping elements be
come more effective as t.hey wear in so t.hnt t·he build up of os
cillations is reduced. 

The author is to be congratulated on his work and especially 
on his analysis of the many efrects of rocking ot,her than the 
obvious one of deruilment. 

Author's Closure 
The aut.hor wishes to thnnk 1\Ir. Dwyer and Dr. Guins for their 

pertinent comments. With reference to Mr. Dwyer's comment 
011 nonlinearit.y and car body motion response to varying speed, 
t.here are many potentinl combinat,ion.·· of various lateral motion 
mode., of a car body on its suspension: 

1 The motion of the cal' body with respect. to the bols ler; 
rocking about the center plate or separat,iug at the center plate 
and rotat.ing about 1\ ide bearing. 
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2 The motion of the bolster with respect to the side frame on 
the spring group; vertical lllldlaterni. 

3 The motion of the axles and side frames referenced to the 
gl'Ound or gravil,y . In addition, varying restraints occur over the 
motion ranges of each of these numed principal modes. 

Any mode of motion t·hat is not continuously displayed but is 
abl'uptly introduced when the original motion reaches a certain 
amplitude, such as center plate separa.tion and wheel lift, also 
abruptly changes t.he natural response of the, ystem. The most 
severe potisible response or motion condition in this case can be 
achieved only b~' accelerat.ing 01' decelemting from the speed nt 
which the composite of the two motion modes is initiated. 

Any device applied to the suspension that is prone to in tl'O
duce a nonlinear characteristic or emphasize nn already exist,ing 
nonlinear characleI'L~t.ic in the suspension can result in a more 
severe resonance in nctual .·ervice than the consta.nt speed per
formnnce on a test t.rack would indicate. For example, high 
friction in the suspension C:UI restrain or actually lock mode (1) 
until the motion from mode (2) reuches a. given nmp litude, and 
then break free, creating a composite motion which no longer re
sponds to the same excitation speed or frequency; or, mode (2) 
can be locked in place until mode (I) reaches a. given amplitude. 
The resulting lateral car body motion at any constant speed will 
not acquire 11 t eady-state amplitude but will develop a. pro
nounced beaL, which can be illustmted from MI'. Dwyer's Fig. 11 
as motion nmplitude incrensing nnd decreasing between points B 
and C. The most severe resonance amplitude from a constant 
speed excitation, the beat maximums, wou ld corl'espond to point 
C. However, a. decelemting speed could I'eadily occur in actual 
opemting practice that cou ld drive the motion amplitude to 
D. 
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